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In discourse, certain event roles are more likely to be mentioned again. In Gary scared Anna
or Anna feared Gary, most people assume that Gary is the cause of the event, so after the word
“because”, they expect Gary to be mentioned. Similarly, in John threw the ball to Sue or Sue
caught the ball from John, people expect the goal character, Sue, to be involved in the following
discourse (Stevenson et al., 1994). In both examples, one referent is more predictable. How
does this affect the speaker’s word choice? It is well established that speakers tend to use
attenuated word forms for predictable information, for example shorter pronunciations (Bell et
al., 2009; Lieberman, 1967), or shortened words (e.g., “info” vs. “information”; Mahowald et al.,
2013) when the context makes a word predictable. This work predicts that when the referent is
predictable, speakers should prefer pronouns as compared with longer and less frequent
names. In addition, predictability may contribute to accessibility (Chafe, 1976; Prince, 1981),
which is thought to drive the use of pronouns (Ariel, 1990; Gundel et al., 1993).
Consistent with this line of work, speakers do use pronouns more when referring to goals
than sources (Arnold, 2001; Rosa & Arnold, 2017). Yet there is remarkably robust evidence that
for emotion verbs like scared/feared, the implicit cause is not more likely to be pronominalized
than the non-cause (Fukumura & van Gompel, 2010; Kehler et al., 2008; Kehler & Rohde, 2013;
Kravtchenko et al., CUNY 2016). Instead, speakers in these studies tended to use pronouns for
reference to the subject, and names for the object. This creates a puzzle: why does the
predictability associated with implicit causality not affect pronoun choice?
One possible explanation stems from the primary method used in these studies: passage
continuation. Subjects are given a fragment, e.g.“Gary feared Anna because…”, and are asked
to continue the sentence. Researchers examine the continuation to see who is referred to, and
with what form (pronoun vs. name). One problem is that typical stimuli for this paradigm may not
provide enough discourse support for predictability to have an effect. In comparison with
transfer events, emotion events may be more difficult to conceptualize as they describe a
psychological state, and are not easily imageable. This may disrupt conceptualization of the
discourse context, especially for decontextualized stimuli. Passage continuations also require
participants to invent a continuation on the spot, so they may not activate the causal coherence
relation until they read the word “because”, possibly after they choose the referring expression.
Across two experiments (Exp 1: 56 ppts.; Exp 2: (replication) 45 ppts.), we tested whether
predictability would affect pronoun production in a paradigm more similar to natural language –
i.e. with greater contextual support, and where participants already knew the content of their
contribution. In each trial, participants were given 2 facts to learn about a single character,
where only one was a highly plausible continuation for the following story (Fig. 1, left fact). They
then read a fragment of a story about 2 same-gendered characters, which included a prompt
with either a subject-biased or object-biased emotion verb. The plausible fact was either about
the implicit cause or non-cause, leading to a 2 (subject vs. non-subject) x 2 (implicit cause vs.
non-cause) design. Instructions emphasized that participants should communicate the gist, but
not the verbatim fact. Our critical question was: would people use more pronouns when referring
to the predictable implicit cause than the less-predictable non-cause?
Surprisingly, both studies found greater pronoun use for the implicit cause than the noncause, although for Exp. 1 this was qualified by a significant interaction with subject-hood,
where the implicit cause effect only occurred for object references. In Exp. 2 there was a main
effect of implicit cause, with no interaction. This study provides the first evidence that under
some circumstances, implicit causality can affect pronoun use. We hypothesize that our
paradigm supported the impact of predictability by 1) providing greater discourse context, which
may have strengthened representations of predictability, and by 2) allowing speakers to plan
their response earlier, incorporating their knowledge of coherence relations.
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